
{ Mobile Management Made Easy }

MOBILE MANAGEMENT MADE EASY 
MEANS WE EVEN PAY YOUR BILL.

The convenience and savings that comes from partnering with Wireless Analytics as your single vendor for mobility includes 
procurement, contract negotiation, reporting, analytics, provisioning and support. And our CLEAN Platform can save your finance 
team untold hours simplifying cost allocations and reporting.  But it doesn’t stop there.

Our full-lifecycle mobility management services include WA BillPay, powered by EFS (Electronic Funds Source).  As part of our cost 
allocation process, WA BillPay is a convenient solution to simplify your finance team’s efforts to evaluate, understand and accurately 
pay your telecom invoices - and we’ll do it for you at no additional cost.

GET MORE THAN JUST PAYMENT PROCESSING
Detailed Reporting
At Wireless Analytics, reporting is the heart of our business.  WA BillPay customers receive regular reports on their payments.  
With detailed clearing and reconciliation files, and full reports, you’ll gain full visibility into your payments. 

Cost Savings
WA BillPay does more than just make invoice payments more convenient.  You’ll also save on AP related costs, like purchasing 
paper checks, and you’ll avoid costly late fees.  What’s more, WA BillPay saves your team the labor of loading, printing, and 
disbursing checks, tracking lost checks, or auditing invoices – letting you focus on more strategic initiatives.

Payment processing - for more than just mobile!
Wireless Analytics helps with more than just mobility, and WA BillPay can simplify more than just mobile invoices.  Through 
our partnership with EFS we can securely process all of your IT and Telecom payments – and more.

Convenient
Say goodbye to managing paper invoices, expensive late fees and erroneous 
charges. WA’s bill pay solution automates accounts payable processes for each 
of your telecom vendors.

Flexible
WA BillPay gives you the flexibility to choose the payment funding option that 
best suits your processes. Have us coordinate your entire process from start to 
finish, including receiving your payment into our secure account, or have EFS 
pull the payment directly from your account for disbursement to your vendors.

Secure
Paying your IT and Telecom invoices through WA BillPay eliminates some of the 
biggest risks associated with paper checks – the risks of lost or stolen account 
information. In addition, WA BillPay provides enhanced security for your critical 
payments through our partnership with EFS, a payment processing industry 
leader with over $25 billion in funds transacted annually.

Call Us: 888-588-5550 
Email Us: WABillPay@wirelessanalytics.com www.wirelessanalytics.com


